
Exploring Skin Science with Delfin Technologies – Innovations in Portable Skin Research 
Instruments 

Introduction 

In the dynamic world of skincare and cosmetics, understanding the intricacies of skin properties 
is paramount.  
Delfin Technologies stands as a global leader in the field of portable skin research instruments, 
offering cutting-edge solutions that revolutionize the way we measure and analyze various 
aspects of skin.  

Innovative and Scientifically Validated Instruments 

Delfin Technologies has earned its reputation by consistently providing innovative and 
scientifically validated instruments. The heart of its success lies in its commitment to continuous 
research and development, to which the company’s extensive product range can attest. These 
instruments go beyond conventional methods, allowing researchers to explore skin properties 
and assess the effects of products with unparalleled precision. 

Through thorough validation, testing, and calibration processes, we ensure that every instrument 
meets the highest standards of quality and accuracy. This innovatory technology guarantees that 
researchers can rely on Delfin instruments to provide precise and reliable data. 

Practicality and Ease of Use 

Delfin devices stand out not only for their technological ability but also for their practicality and 
ease of use. Short measurement times, orientation-free positioning, and wireless data collection 
enhance the convenience of use and contribute to the comfort of research subjects. 
The user-friendly design of our instruments ensures that researchers can focus on their studies 
without being constrained by complex operating procedures.  

Global Market Reach 

Delfin Technologies has not only revolutionized the field of portable skin research instruments 
but has also grown into a worldwide company with a global market reach. Our products are now 
utilized in over 40 countries, with North America, Europe and Asia representing our leading 
markets. It positions Delfin as a global leader in skin science and research.  

Clinical Validation and Impact 

Delfin’s take on global skin science is underscored by close to 1300 published clinical studies 
worldwide - written by Physical Doctors, Medical Doctors, Physicians, and Universities, providing 
a wealth of knowledge and evidence. These studies encompass the use of our technology and 
instruments, showcasing their recognition within the scientific and medical communities.  



Customer-Oriented Approach 

We take pride in being client-focused and aim to provide insightful advice to our customers based 
on their unique needs. The objective is to work with our clients in finding solutions that suit them 
best. We want to ensure that they benefit from our products in ways that will efficiently & 
precisely contribute to their goals.  
Delfin’s commitment to addressing specific research is evident in the development of new 
products that open up numerous interesting areas of research. This is why establishments such 
as big pharma, testing labs, universities and hospitals choose to rely on Delfin innovative and 
scientifically proven technologies.   

Applications in Studying the Effects of Ingredients and Formulations 

Delfin portable skin research instruments find wide application in studying the effects of 
ingredients, raw materials, formulation and finished products on the skin. Researchers and 
skincare professionals trust Delfin tools to deliver comprehensive insights into how different 
elements interact with the skin.  

Researchers are also able to use Delfin instruments to understand the physiological changes in 
both human and animal skin.  

We extend this impact beyond traditional research settings by also addressing materials and 
products in in-vitro setups.  

Conclusion 

Our company is recognized for its innovative and high-quality portable skin research instruments. 
Its unwavering commitment to continuous development, scientific validation and precision 
ensures that researchers have the tools they need to conduct their field of study.  

Delfin Technologies continues to be one of the most reliable collaborators in connecting skin to 
health and beauty, characterized by its global presence, clinical validation, and an approach 
centered around customer needs – reflecting the significant influence of their innovative 
solutions.  
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